
WILLIAM LEWIS: Hi, everybody.  Well, it's actually really great to be here and I never really work might.  I 

have a tendency to be really, really loud in full spaces.  So if anybody just wants to cover their ears would 

be the signal for me to calm it down just a little bit.  But thank you very much for inviting me here.  I really -

- I really appreciate being back in Pennsylvania.  My primary job and what I really work as an assistant 

professor at the University of Delaware.  And I basically work in the literacy education, literacy studies 

department, and I'm mostly working with our middle school English Language arts program as well as 

reading in the content area kinds of forces.  So I've been very much focused for the last couple of years 

on really looking at adolescent literacy and particularly looking at the connected reading and writing 

activities that I think are going to be really important for our students' development at that -- at that level.  

And I think the Common Core Standards is really actually another important part of the things that we 

have to be really interested.  So I've been doing a lot of work lately on the Common Core Standards and 

how this works with everything.  Also I have my sidebars that I do a lot of work in persuasive writing and 

argumentation.  So that's where most of my -- that's where most of my research lies.  However, my 

previous self, I've taught for 20 years at Solanco High School in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.  So I 

was the ELA teacher there -- home of the golden meals possibly, one of the worst of all school mascots.  

But there I taught, you know, American and British Literature and taught AP and that really kind of gave 

me my mission really is to start working with kids and start thinking about the ways that we can work in 

connected reading and writing across the curriculum in order to start helping kids to be able to develop.  

So one of the things that I think is really important right is that, you know, adolescent literacy right now is 

kind of at the center of a lot of our conversations.  We have for many, many years been really thinking 

about literacy in the primary levels and we made some great strives in looking at the ways the kids 

develop in reading in the early grades.  And now, I think that our shifting focus is going to adolescent 

literacy and we know that we're kind of in the middle of the storm.  Now, for me, I think it's actually both a 

really good thing and it's sort of something that we need to concern ourselves with, right?  We know that 

kids -- that adolescents are not coming to college into the workplace with the well developed literacy skills 

that they need to be successful.  All right.  So we know that that's kind of part of the storm, however, at 

the same time I think that one of the thing -- and there's, of course, are some of the things from the writing 

and reading report, right?  That 40% of high school kids do not have the skills that are [inaudible] that 

universities and businesses spent tremendous amount of money trying to remediate kids who were 

coming from high school and not having skills that are in placed.  That we know that one out of three 

students is a professional reader and only one out of four is a proficient writer, okay?  And this is 

particularly interesting for me in Delaware, right?  Because the DCAS Test which is the state test in 

Delaware hasn't tested in writing for -- since 2009.  And interesting enough when writing doesn't get 

tested, it doesn't get tough, right?  And so right now, we're really scrambling in Delaware in the Delaware 

School District that I'm working with to start thinking about how we include writing that's going to allow our 

students to do better on the test that we're going to be part of the Smarter Balanced Consortium.  And I 

have a feeling that even though Delaware right now is at the 74.4% proficiency rate for students on the 



DCAS overall, I have a feeling that somewhere -- that's going to be somewhere between 20 and 24% 

proficiency rate when they take the Smarter Balanced Assessment in 2014.  And things are going to get 

mean in Delaware because people are going to say, "Hey, my kid was proficient, right?  74.4 -- and now 

they're not proficient?  They're really going to be thinking hard about how we -- how we think about writing 

in those schools.  So the thing is though, I think that one of the things that we see is that we have a lot of -

- we have a lot of recent focus on adolescent literacy that's helping us to start think better about what we 

need to do with kids, right?  And here are these four of recent reports within the last decade that really 

gave us some really solid direction for thinking about writing and particularly thinking about writing in a 

tiered intervention frame.  However, we also know, right, that the Common Core Standards are going to 

be a really important part of it including in the assessments that are going to be going along with it.  So 

we have poor adolescent literacy skills, right?  We do have a lot of information but we also have higher 

standards right now.  And we also see that the national assessment education progress, right, also was 

helping us to sort of understand what states are making in and what kids are making in and which are no.  

So there really is a lot on the line right now when it comes to adolescent literacy and it comes to the way 

that we both incorporate connected reading and writing activities in our schools as well as meet the 

rigorous standards that the Common Core demands in some of our state has to put in and that college 

and workplace writing and reading demand.  So my goals for this session are a lot and I'm hopeful we get 

all of them done.  But I wanted really to discuss what our goals are for secondary writing and adolescent 

literacy development.  I do want to explore some tiered writing instruction and what that means especially 

against the Common Core State Standards.  I also like to work with a couple of validate -- research-

validated writing strategies to start thinking about what writing can look like at Tier 1 and Tier 2 in 

particular and we'll get -- we'll talk a little bit about the RTIs when it comes to writing in just a second.  And 

then talk a little bit about our questions about writing instruction across the tiers that you may have.  

Okay.  So here's the opening.  This is the -- this is the class participation part, okay?  I'd like you to turn to 

your partner and I want you to start thinking just a little bit about what is it that we have for our goals for 

students in secondary writing, right?  What is it that we have?  What do we want in a writing 

development?  What does effective writing look like in secondary schools?  And how we do develop tier 

writing instruction and become a Core State Standards, right?  Now, that's probably one that we have to 

answer a little bit later on the presentation, so maybe we'll stick for the first two questions.  So I wanted to 

just get your ideas about what it is that good writing development, good writing instruction looks like in 

secondary schools.  Okay.  Turn and what do we want for our students? 

AUDIENCE: [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Now, you have 10 more seconds.  Okay.  Time's up.  And now, let's say I will sit with 

my students.  That was the co-construction of understanding time and now is the sharing time.  All right.  

So let's have a handshake for that.  Okay.  So what are some of the -- so what are some of the things we 

have as far as the goal for secondary, right?  And what we do we want for our students at the -- at the 

secondary level?  Okay.  Remember, this is the sharing time.  Okay. 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: Be able to communicate their thoughts clearly and concisely so that anyone can 

understand what their meaning is. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Okay.  All right.  I think this is one of the things that we really think about the students is 

that they really do need to be clear and concise.  They have to use academic language in order to convey 

those thoughts, right?  There has to be a sense of coherence about the things that they're writing.  Okay.  

Great.  What else?  Yeah. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: To develop some sort of pieces and supporting details if you have that attention. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Okay.  Right.  One of the things especially when we start thinking about the language 

of the common core, right, is relevant and sufficient evidence.  And that's both on the reading anchors 

and the writing anchors, right?  So it's about writing arguments and actually supporting it through the most 

relevant and sufficient evidence.  Particularly, thinking about it is the differences between argumentative 

writing which is mostly text-based, right?  And persuasive writing which is more kind of free standing, 

right?  And it's really kind of more in the argumentative side.  Yeah.  What's that? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I was just going to say about the text-based essays or passage-based essays.  

There's more about movement, shift now towards those kind of prompts as opposed to just open-ended 

prompts. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah, that I think is actually a really big shift when we start thinking about the 

instructional shifts.  How do we get kids to write about texts?  How do we get them to write across multiple 

tasks, right?  If we look at the performance tasks and the appendices of the Common Core, we see some 

really challenging stuff unless we bring up some of those, but I think that's actually an informal shift, right?  

It's not about whether or not you believe in school uniforms, right, or whether you should wear a flip-flop 

to school.  It's more on the lines of read these two articles, right?  Compare and contrast the way that they 

use relevance whichever, which one has the better argument, right?  Those are the kinds of questions 

that we need to be thinking more about.  Okay.  Great.  What else? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I was just thinking along the same lines that school though life connection and 

what kind of in writing will they be required to do in life, you know, in their job, I would say if you move on 

to secondary, you know, in making this connection. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah.  I've been thinking a lot about this, right, about the ways that we actually give 

kids the tools that are going to actually use in real life, right?  I'll talk about my son here in just a second.  

But my son had an assignment a couple of years ago.  He's a junior going into the senior high school right 

now.  But he had to write an assignment about famous mathematician, right, for his math [inaudible] 

which is good.  I like math.  I like writing in math boxes; that's great.  But then at the end, he had random 

words that he had to write; they couldn't use word processing because they were fearful of plagiarism, so 



they handwrite it.  Okay.  Now, I'm okay with -- yeah, all right.  It's a little convolute on the logic on that 

assignment. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: But I think that one of things what it does though as for kids, right, is it increases the 

gap between what kids think of what a school like literacies which are kind of fake literacies that happen 

sort of only in school and the kind of real life literacies that they really use, right, which is you use the 

word processor in order to produce texts, right, and share of wide variety of folks.  So I think that we need 

to really be thinking about how we incorporate real life literacies in our writing across content areas, right?  

And that's going to be, I think, a big part of what we think about when we say with -- about Tier 1 writing, 

right?  Okay.  So that's great.  What else?  Anything else? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: I think those are actually really good, right?  Because one of the things that we see is 

very much focused on text-based writing, lots of connected reading and writing activities on text and lots 

of things on argument.  And quite frankly, I think those were the things that the Common Core demanding 

and those are the kinds of things that college in the workplace are really demanding as well.  So that's 

going to test.  So how does the -- so I want to talk just a little bit about the Common Core State Standard 

and how they impact tiered writing instruction.  Well, first of all, one of the things that we see here, right, is 

that there are a lot of instructional shifts I think that the Common Core does represent for us in secondary 

school.  Number one, I think that one of the things that they really want to start shifting especially if it gets 

into the middle level and then to even into to the higher elementary level is we got to start shifting kids 

more from narrative texts than the informational texts, right?  So lots and lots of engagements with 

informational text.  We also need to think about how we get them to think about complex texts.  Okay.  

And that includes the use of multi-media texts.  And now, in Delaware, we are running around right now 

trying to think about how we get kids to view a video, read a 16 paragraph article and then make 

comparisons between the two because that's what Smarter Balance is going to demand of our -- of our 

children.  Okay.  And that's not just at the high school; it's really at the middle school level and that's at 

the 6th grade level.  So we really need to think about how we get them to build more facility with complex 

texts and give them strategies to allow them to read those texts and comprehend them.  We need them to 

give them facility with academic language.  Here's that relevant and sufficient evidence, right, when we 

start thinking about argument?  And we need to get them to write from multiple sources.  Okay.  So a lot 

of the things that you have already talked about are some of the things that we need to really be focusing 

on when we start thinking about tiered instruction.  All right.  So are there any questions about those 

shifts?  And feel free to stop me at any time if you -- if you have any questions.  Okay.  Now, here's some 

of the sample performance tasks that we really needed -- that they given at Smart -- in the appendices for 

the Common Core, right?  Now, there's -- I'm not -- now, and again, I'm not going to be falling down and 

facing the Common Core for everything, but I like in many cases what the Common Core represents 



because these are demanding tasks.  I want my kids to be able to do these at the end of school, right?  

Now, these are 9th and 10th grade performance task, right?  Compare the similarities and differences in 

point of view in works by Dee Brown and Evan Connell regarding the Battle of Little Bighorn.  Analyze 

how the authors treat the same event and which details they include to emphasize their respective 

accounts.  All right.  Point of view, fronting the author, thinking about the authorial intent and the kinds of 

choices that authors made in order to get to that intent, right?  And then write about it, right?  So really big 

comprehension issues going there and also really big writing issues going there as they start making 

those comparisons and contrasts.  And again, right, there's another -- a very -- a really tough one there on 

the bottom that writing about signs.  All right.  How about this sample from Grade 11?  All right.  Integrate 

the information provided by Mary C. Daly, vice president of Federal Reserve Bank with the data 

presented visually in the FedViews report.  Right?  Now, to me, that looks like real literacy, right?  That's 

the kind of literacy where kids reviewing multiple things.  They're reading things for information and 

they're trying to make their drawing inferences and being able to report about those inferences and 

communicated to others in writing.  So these tasks I think are really important task.  But when we think 

about our own students, right?  When we think about my 11th and 12th Grade students that's like a high 

school, man, I got to really start thinking strategically about how I'm going to be able to teach these right 

from day one in those classes if I'm going to get kids to write -- to write like this by the end of year 11.  All 

right?  And I think for those -- so how many people are teachers -- classroom teachers here?  All right.  

When we think about our own kid, we really need to think seriously about what it is that we're going to be 

providing them to get things to these particular performance tasks.  Now, I'm not as familiar with the 

Keystone Exam as I am with the Smarter Balanced Assessments that are going to be work -- that are 

going to be done in Delaware.  But I know that the Smarter Balanced Assessments are -- these are what 

those performance tasks look like in real samples.  And kids are going to have a really, really difficult time 

doing that until we start changing our instruction in order to get them to this point.  All right.  So -- and I 

believe like the National Commission on Writing says, right, in order for students to really understand 

what they're reading, in order to really understand and comprehend, right, they have got to write about it.  

So the biggest shift for me is I think that -- and especially when we start thinking about Tier 1 is we got to 

get kids to really think about or get our teachers to think about how they're going to be incorporating 

reading and writing all the time in their instruction across all content areas, right?  Now -- and it really 

should be every day, every day.  Now, that doesn't mean that they're going to be writing essays every 

day, right?  But it does mean that they're going to be writing short summaries.  That they're going to be 

writing a variety of it in short arguments.  That they're going to be writing more extended pieces.  But they 

have to be doing some kind of connected reading and writing every day.  All right.  Here is The Perfect 

Storm, right?  And what we know especially when it comes to writing and writing in secondary schools, 

right, is that kids are not doing, right.  They're not doing.  And actually, I think in many cases when we 

think about our own secondary schools, I think the kids aren't doing a whole heck of a lot of reading 

either, right?  They're not doing a lot of independent reading.  And so I kind of look at it as this is parable, 



right?  So here's my son, Gray.  He's a handsome guy.  I really have to say.  He's a smart guy.  All right.  

So here's a parable.  All right.  Gray, he wants to be really good at tennis.  However, he does not practice 

tennis.  Instead he thinks that a $275 tennis racquet will make him a better tennis player. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I love the [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: And there it is the Babolat Racquet, like the -- of course, there's, you know, a little 

momentary; he's been watching -- all right.  So, now what do you think is the outcome of this "practice" 

regimen?  Well, I'll tell you.  All right.  Gray is bad at tennis.  Okay.  And the reason that Gray is bad at 

tennis is because this is the narrative that we understand, right?  Our parents have told this, our teachers 

have told, and we tell it to our own students and the teachers that we are working with.  And that is the 

simple fact that practice makes perfect.  My fear is that students are not doing connected reading and 

writing activities in their secondary schools.  Okay.  Back to Gray, he was in 8th Grade and I think it was a 

National Education Week.  And I said, "Gray, I'm going to come in and visit a couple of classes."  "No, 

dad, don't come in."  All right.  "It's really boring."  I said, "You have a bad attitude."  All right.  And so -- 

and I went in because, you know, what 8th Grade boy doesn't want his dad sitting in the back of the 

class?  And I went in and I said -- and I saw that the -- and it was the instruction, right?  And it was a 

PowerPoint as I stand quickly in front of the PowerPoint.  There's a PowerPoint.  Kids took -- fill in the 

blank skeletal notes, right, for an hour and a half.  This is an intensively schedule, of course, for 8th 

Grades.  I went into the next class, right?  And the teacher had this really giant light switch on his wall.  

He comes and he flips it up.  I was like, whoa, same exact lesson.  But it sucks.  And I went then to Gray 

at the end of the day and I said, "Hey, man, that really was boring.  I must have seated in a wrong day.  

And he said, "Dad, that's every day.  That's every day."  Now, you know, I taught for 20 years and I'm no 

way going to be criticizing teachers because I understand some of these content demands and I 

understand the kinds of things that happen in the departments and in schools, right?  But if that is the kind 

of instruction that is happening across the board in content area classes, kids are going to be looking like 

these, right?  Because they are not going to be meeting the demands, they are not going to be able to 

meet readers' demands in college.  They don't have the stamina in order to read long complicated pieces, 

comprehend them, and then write about them, right?  Practice makes perfect, but for some reason we -- 

in our secondary instruction oftentimes are taking what my colleagues and I are calling textual 

approaches to instruction.  And in Delaware, this actually had -- in Delaware, in our science classes, this 

is actually -- this is -- they actually have kits, right?  So there's no reading involved at all.  There's a lots of 

hands-on.  I'm not saying that hands-on is bad, right?  Hands-on is good.  But if we are not going to 

expose kids to science text, that kids have to wrestle with the concepts within and that they have to write 

about and then they have to make some arguments about what they're seeing, they are not going to have 

the kind of skills that they needed in order to go to college.  So when I think about Tier 1, right, Tier 1 is 

really about connected reading and writing of diverse text types, summary writing which builds 

comprehension and gets those inferencing skills going and then really start thinking about how we get 



kids to use textual information in order to write arguments.  Okay.  Now, how many people have seen the 

textual approaches to instruction? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Right.  And again, I know what you're -- we're making those choices, right?  Because 

we -- it's not because we don't like kids, right, or like we're trying to do things that purposely hurt kids.  We 

love kids and I think that our motivations that are rationale for those are good, right?  But I think that what 

we do those we think that kids can't, they can't read; they won't read.  We don't have enough text.  I 

understand -- I understand some of the demand -- some of those demands.  But we need to really start 

thinking about how we give kids multiple daily exposures to content area text and lots of practice writing 

about those texts in every content area.  Okay.  So here is the problem.  This is when I start thinking 

about RtI, right?  And especially when it comes to RtI-W, right, which is -- as we start thinking about RtI 

when it comes to writing.  The things that I'm going to be saying to you are going to be a lot -- a really 

[inaudible] right, especially when it comes to the way that we asses kids because there's really not a 

whole heck of a lot of stuff done, right, in writing when it comes to -- in writing when it comes to tiered 

interventions.  And so I can -- so my presentation today is going to be about research-based strategies 

that had been -- that have worked with kids with writing difficulties.  However, I also want to give you, you 

know, this is where the caveat that it's -- we don't see a lot of -- we don't see a lot of research in this, 

right?  Because most of the research that we have in an RtI framework is done with that one, right?  So in 

the secondary schools, they say, "Hey, good reading comprehension instruction for all."  At Tier 2, we're 

going to probably need to be working on some of those fluency issues, right, because there's going to be 

kids that are fluent.  And then, there's some comprehension.  And then at Tier 3, we're going to maybe 

getting some kids have some decoding in fluency issues that we need to work a little more intensively 

with.  All right.  It's not as easy when we think about it on the writing side effects.  All right.  But one of the 

things that we see here with -- especially with the Common Core is that -- and Gary Troia just -- where a 

great chapter and best practices or running instruction and this is a past tier.  All students at all tiers are 

going to be held accountable, right, for high levels in writing.  But the problem with the Common Core 

State Standards, they give you great information about what those performance tasks are.  So they give 

you little to no information about what are the kinds of strategies and instructional practices that we could 

have that actually build that kind of skills that are going to be that the -- that the Common Core demand, 

right?  And Gary really thinks about three different things in his -- in his presentation.  He thinks that we 

need to think about peer and teacher feedback and collaboration.  Okay.  For me, this is, again, a really 

important part of what we think of is Tier 1 instruction.  And collaboration is going to be important part of 

it, right?  All the important writing that I do is done collaboratively, right?  David Coker was in here before 

me and we've done some collaboration.  All the things that we do, we write together.  That's one of the 

real life literacies.  However, one of the things that we know is that oftentimes in writing it's basically just 

kids writing to teachers, right?  So,we need to think about how we're going to get collaboration there.  It's 

not a nice thing that would happen.  It's like you think, oh, we kind of ask sometime.  It really is.  I think 



something that good instruction at all the tiers really demands.  We also need to think about how we use 

writing models.  Okay.  Certainly, the appendices of the Common Core give us some models of writing, 

right?  I can't remember the [inaudible] be.  But we need to start thinking about using -- how we use 

models in our writing.  And number three, we really do need to think about how writing gets explicitly 

taught, right?  We design a lot of writings sometimes, but we oftentimes don't teach and provide very 

explicit strategies and explicit goals for what our students need to accomplish.  So when we think about 

writing across the tiers, these are the things that Gary Troia understands are going to be working, right?  

But also, that we don't see it all when you start thinking about the Common Core and we don't think about 

people making Common Core in secondary school -- in secondary school.  Okay.  So I don't know how 

many people have seen this Writing Next Report through -- has anybody seen the Steve Graham and 

Dolores Perin report?  Okay.  The Alliance for Excellent Education is acquiring a report.  These reports 

are free for everybody to download.  And actually, it provides some very nice rationales for the kinds of 

instructional choices that we can make in secondary schools.  Okay.  So this Writing Next was by Steve 

Graham and Dolores Perin, two very accomplished writing researchers.  And we do not have to actually 

kind of search around a lot for the kinds of writing instructional practices that are actually work, right?  

Because this is a really big meta-analysis, right, looking at across the board on a -- on a -- of a whole 

bunch of studies and really determine the effect sizes on writing quality, right?  So this is how we improve 

writing quality.  And they found number of things, right?  They found 10 different practices that work.  All 

right.  First one, writing strategies, right?  That is providing kids with very specific goals, right, and very 

specific ways of accomplishing those goals.  Now, this is not surprising since Steve Graham and his wife, 

Karen Harris, do multiple, multiple strategy instruction types of studies over and over and over and again 

and but -- most of them specialized in population, right?  Although they're branching out into content 

areas.  And this works .82 and anything above .8 or even like kind of .75 that's where the effect sizes are 

very strong -- very strong, okay?  Summarization, right?  Get kids to write summaries and you improve 

their writing quality.  Interesting enough, you get kids to write summaries and you improve their reading 

comprehension, right?  Because summary writing also has a similar effect size on reading 

comprehension, okay?  My colleague, Steve MacArthur says that one of the things that we should be 

doing in schools all the time is just doing summary writing, okay?  It seems kind of old school, but we -- 

and we're going to be talking a little bit about it providing a particular strategy how we can accomplish 

some summary writing.  But I think that one of the things that we need to be thinking about is how we 

actually use summarization.  Collaborative writing, which we talked about at .75, the effect size.  Giving 

them specific product goals, right?  So it's, hey, in order to achieve this writing, you need to do this and 

you need to do this and this and this.  And just kind of listening that is going to allow kids to produce that 

easier.  Okay.  Word processing is actually is at .55 which is a moderate effect size or you usually see 

that .5 as kind of in the middle as moderate.  So doing multiple iterations of compositions are important 

and word processing help kids to do that.  Sentence combining -- oh, yes, I'm sorry, go ahead. 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: The collaborative writing piece, any suggestions on how to make that happen 

because I work with teenagers who don't like one another? 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And I do -- and generally, I weigh it too with -- first, you know, the beginning of the 

school year, relatively month, month and a half and I care of high and low and I force it, so that's not like, 

it's… 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah.  So, that's a -- that's a great question, right?  So, one of the things that I think as 

far as collaboration goes and actually this is really interesting collaborative frameworks on this whole -- 

Deanna Kuhn has some work on dialogic frameworks.  She's actually building kids argumentative writing, 

right, where we get kind of -- and I will -- I will -- I don't know if I'll refer to that later on, but it's basically 

pairing kids and that they basically have discussion.  They play roles.  They take particular roles and then 

they switch the roles and they start -- then they kind of write some notes about that.  I would say this.  I 

don't know if I will go high-low, right, all the time on the parents.  And this is true.  I had some kids that did 

not want, you know, you have kids in secondary school.  This is a difference between a lot of times 

secondary school and elementary school, right?  Kids really will love to work together and generally love 

to work together at all ages.  But in secondary school, that's where you start getting some intransigent in 

kids who really don't want to work with other people; they want to be on their own.  One of the ways that I 

do this, I considered thinking about kind of pairing high-low.  I'm thinking about taking your list and sort of 

like splitting in a half and then kind of move it that way.  So we're pairing high to medium, medium to low 

in that way.  Because sometimes one of the things that we can do is that we're pairing high-low is that -- 

some kids are so high that they feel sort of -- they feel kind of bound when they're working with the kids; 

it's really, really low and the kid is not really low, sort of -- doesn't really understand what's going on.  So 

maybe that medium to low and high to medium is a better way.  We can talk a little bit about -- we can talk 

a little about some of those frameworks.  But this is actually I think really important part of the thing that 

you're doing.  We got to start it right from the beginning, right?  Because we can't spring it on kids.  We 

have to have -- there is a classroom expectation.  I think that we have to reward kids for actually working 

collaboratively with other people, right?  Just the way that we sometimes -- that we work in a -- and work 

on -- there's a Tier 2 reading intervention that we done a lot of work within Delaware called the Peer 

Assisted Learning, right, where kids are splitting -- sharing a book, they're reading aloud to each other.  

It's a -- it's an expectation, kids don't always like it but they have to be -- they have to practice at it and it's 

rewarded, right?  It's rewarded.  Teacher goes around and sees their own task and rewards him.  So, I 

think that if we want to make sure that kids are doing the things that we want, we got to reward them for -- 

when we --when they see that, right?  A lot of positive reinforcement to that.  But we can certainly talk a 

little bit more about that.  But I think doing the strategic pairing of kind of high to middle, middle to low, it 

might be just a little bit better. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: You said her name was Deanna Kuhn, K-U-H-N? 



WILLIAM LEWIS: K-U-H-N.  She is from Columbia -- she's from Columbia University. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Did she write a book you said something about dialogic… 

WILLIAM LEWIS: She wrote -- she wrote a book about Dialogic Argumentation.  I will actually send the -- 

I will send the link later on.  And I can find it actually on my -- I can find it on my computer afterwards, so 

we can talk about it.  Yes? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What was her first name? 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Deanna, D-E-A-N-N-A K-U-H-N and she's from Teachers College of Columbia.  And 

did a really, really cool -- a really cool study that's very -- that provides very explicit strategy for producing 

argumentative text using the -- using the dialogic support of pairs in classroom debate.  Okay.  So, the 

thing -- the other thing is a sentence combining, right?  One of the things that we see is -- and this is 

particularly true on the elementary level, but also on the secondary level.  This is the kind of grammar-like 

instruction that actually works.  Okay?  Decontextualized grammar instruction was actually shown to have 

a negative effects on us.  So, we -- it was negative .25.  So, for those teachers in the LA who are holding 

on to grammar instruction as --and see it for kids writing problems, we need to really address that, right?  

Because it's not because it's evil, right?  It's just -- it's a different skill for writing quality, right?  Finding 

gerunds is different than actually writing quality writings.  So, we need to be thinking about how we 

actually kind of get that out.  It's not because it's evil because it actually takes the place of writing 

instruction that actually works [inaudible] on the things that we've talked about earlier.  Certainly, 

prewriting activities, inquiry activities which I've been thinking a whole heck of a lot about which it has to 

deal with kids going out and researching lots of things, writing about it, kind of doing interviews and that 

kind of thing and then kind of writing what they're -- collaborating with others and sort of bring those in.  

Thinking about process writing approaches, right, that really just go through the process of that looking in 

writing as a iterative process and certainly the study of models, right?  So, if we start thinking about what 

we want to do as research-based practices that work -- I mean, that started [inaudible] in tier intervention 

of Tier 1 or Tier 2, right?  This is a great -- this gives, I think, a really good idea about RTI-W kind of 

looked like at the first two tiers.  And I will then go on to say that basically if we wanted to start thinking 

about it at Tier 2, I will go in to more explicit strategy instruction at Tier 2 and we're going to talk a little 

about what that looks like.  Okay.  So, I want to talk about these four things and focus on them, right, as a 

-- in RTI-W framework.  Thinking about strategy summarization, collaboration, and then also specific 

articles.  Also, again, just want to highlight -- want to highlight summarization as a really important two for 

-- right?  This is a two for one.  Get writing quality and comprehension all at the same time.  And in fact, 

when I was doing -- and I couldn't -- I couldn't do a presentation.  They would not -- I couldn't do a 

presentation on writing in the State of Delaware two or three years ago.  And the only way that I could do 

it is by saying, "Hey, if you do summary writing, it will increase your writing scores."  Right?  And it will.  

But now, we also know that this is going to also increase their writing quality.  All right.  So, here our tiers, 

right?  And, again, I wanted to sort of reinstate -- just restate the copy of -- when it comes to RTI writing.  



We can -- I can give you some really good ideas about some research-based strategies that are going be 

working in Tier 1 and Tier 2, right?  But when we start thinking about the kinds of assessments that kids 

can go through and that's all really speculative right now, right?  So, I can give you kind of -- sort of a few 

things that we -- that we need to be thinking about.  Okay.  Now, Gary says, there's couple of things that 

are effective about RTI in three ways.  We have to do goal setting.  Give kids explicit goals for writing that 

they can produce, okay?  We have to have self-evaluation which means that they have to look at models 

and they have to look and collaborate with others to look at what others are producing and be able to -- 

and be able to hold that up to the goals, right?  Some rubrics, start thinking about some evaluative 

criteria.  And one of the things that Gary also said is that it does lots and lots of really, really good work on 

special ed populations when it comes to writing is that kids really need to understand self-reinforcement, 

right?  And this is why he is very much focused on the kind of work that Steve Graham does on self-

statements on providing kids the kinds of inner, interior conversations that they're going to have about 

writing.  Okay.  So here are my suggestions.  All right.  At Tier 1, Tier 1 means connected reading and 

writing with goals and strategies in all content areas in the secondary schools, okay?  And as me, ELA 

teachers, this is one of the things that I really -- as a former ELA teachers, this is one of the things that I 

was very, very concerned about.  As me, ELA teacher, I do not want to be the literacy expert for a whole 

high school, for a whole middle school.  And that's not my job.  All right.  My job is to provide kids with 

instruction in English Language Arts, right?  I have a content area.  It's literature and there's some writings 

that's going to be involved in that, right?  And we're going to do maybe a little bit more on that.  But if we 

are going to see some kids develop, they have to be reading and writing in all content areas and it has to 

be happening on a daily basis.  And we need to think about ways that we're going to be putting more texts 

that are going to be more difficult, right, in the kids' hands and how we get them to write about it in 

Science and in Health and in English Language Arts and in Math and in History.  So we need to think 

about how everybody can include more of those things in their content areas.  All right.  And as far as 

how we evaluate them, right, as we start thinking about assessing them, well, you know, we have some 

universal assessments.  We have the PSSA started thinking about kind of where the kids are at a little bit.  

We also have some marking period assessments.  Gary Troia suggested there'd be portfolios that get 

reviews or a lot of portfolio basis for kids kind of on the Tier 1 side.  All right.  For me on Tier 2, Tier 2 is 

explicit strategy instructions to produce particular kinds of text, okay?  And I would say that one of the 

things that I would recommend for that is the self-regulated strategy design framework from Graham and 

Harris as the way to start thinking about that, okay?  That provides very explicit goals.  It provides an 

instructional framework through which a variety of different kinds of writing can be -- can be addressed.  

And so we'll take a look at what an SRSD instructional sequence looks like very soon.  On the Tier 2, 

right, Gary Troia really thinks about monthly monitoring of individual assessments, doing some portfolio 

review and some other diagnostic assessments on -- of global norm-referenced writing text, so a kind of 

global types of like that.  Again, this is all really speculative because the kinds of assessments that we 

see especially on the diagnostic assessments is -- there's just not -- you just don't have a whole heck of a 



lot information on.  I mean, a lot of information I read but we don't have a lot of information about writing.  

On Tier 3, I think that we have to be again more individualized on this and I think that, you know, one of 

the elements that's building to SRSD instruction on Tier 3 is to start thinking about how we look at 

particular skills, but SRSD is about training kids to a criteria performances.  So I think that one of the 

things that we see is a framework.  You can work well for kids right at the Tier 3, although again, where 

those tiers sort of fall out as far writing goes is somewhat -- is sometimes very difficult.  Okay.  So let me 

give you an example, right, of what this looks like and kind of what this looks particularly Tier 1 and Tier 2.  

We think about the CSET is a strategic mnemonic that I developed when I was a teacher at Solanco High 

School, okay?  I taught mostly juniors and seniors.  All right.  So I taught AP at the high and advanced -- 

and advanced juniors and then I taught the low strangers in there.  And one of the things that I knew even 

across the board and all those groups of students is that students did not write analytic arguments very 

well, text-based arguments.  Now one of the things that is so great about doing these presentations is that 

I feel justified and so my instructional choices over the --you know, sometimes you just sort of struggling 

in your classroom and you just don't know whether you're making a right choices for your students.  And 

when the Common Core came out and really focused on argumentative writing, I was like, "Yes.  I've 

done the right thing."  All right.  And one of the things that I understood though is like kids were really not 

very good about writing arguments, right?  We understand that from the NAEP as well, right?  The kids 

are -- generally speaking are not really proficient in writing and specifically not proficient in argumentative 

writing using the kinds of relevant and sufficient evidence that they need, right?  So we see that in the 

most recent NAEP.  So what I did is I put together a -- what I would call a Tier 1 intervention which is a 

strategy, a strategy-based intervention to get kids and provide kids with the specific goals in order to write 

arguments about literature.  Okay?  As juniors and seniors, right--this is an upperclassman -- this is an 

upperclassman kind of instructional shift, I knew that they were going to writing arguments for college and 

I wanted to make that I was able to provide that shift for them, okay?  So in this case, CSET is a 

mnemonic that provides kids with a very specific goal-oriented structure within a broader instructional 

frame.  And so let me give you an example what this looks like.  Okay.  Graham and Harris basically 

developed this and they've been working with it for really the past 30 years.  And the structure basically 

falls this.  It's a step-by-step sequence.  Okay.  Now, for me, I went through the sequence of Tier 1 very, 

very quickly.  All right.  With those students who were having much more difficulty with this writing process 

and I -- so I would think about it as in a Tier 2 area.  I went through this in a lot more individualized way 

and much more scaffolding and much more time is going to be spending on their training into the criteria 

of performance.  So going from one step to the next meant that they had to do a couple of different things 

for me.  Now, the general instructional sequence for them is this, right?  Is that they -- first of all, we 

developed background knowledge.  Okay.  And that means that we're going to be providing a very 

specific rationale for a particular type of writing that we're going to be using with the kids.  All right.  So we 

developed that background knowledge.  They are able to kind of tell us what that background knowledge 

is as they developed.  Okay.  Then we discussed it.  In the Discuss It phase, Graham and Harris 



oftentimes have mnemonic devices like CSET, right?  Where I usually call CSET; we will -- we'll talk 

about that in a second.  But they all -- they -- depending on the different kind of writing that they have, 

right?  They have other ones for younger kids, writing arguments called POW-TREE; for older kids, STOP 

and DARE, right?  It is a mnemonic that reminds them of the goals that they have for producing a 

particular type of text, okay?  One of the things that Gary highlights is being really important for RTI-W is 

that we provide kids with explicit goals, right?  And that's going to be both on the process side then on the 

product side.  All right.  At the Model It stage, this is where we work with students to actually write 

particular -- write using a strategy with them, right, share writing, modeling it for them, helping kids to 

actually do some collaborative writing at that -- at that stage.  And then for Graham and Harris, it's really 

important to kids to actually memorize the mnemonic, right?  That this becomes advertised, right?  As -- 

okay.  So if you're going to memorize CSET, they have to actually be able to produce a text using CSET 

and it has to be memorized.  They have to be able to have that kind of automatic in their head.  All right.  

Then we support it through some practice and some guided practices.  We do some more practices.  It's 

more working towards independent practice, right?  And then we can actually go on to another type of 

writing using the same instructional sequence.  Okay?  There are many -- there are many -- in the back of 

the presentation, I think I have a work cited page.  It can give you a few Graham and Harris pieces that 

are in there.  And if not, I'll make sure that you get the right ones that I'll send along.  Okay.  So are there 

any questions about the instructional sequence?  We'll go through it in just a second to see when you -- to 

see what you think about it.  Okay.  Okay.  So let's take a look at it as far as a -- I would actually going to 

teach you to my classroom at Tier 1 and maybe at Tier 2, right?  I was very interested in developing kids 

to write text-based arguments.  Okay.  Writing text-based arguments is number one on the Common Core 

State Standards on the writing anchors and actually evaluating the relevancy and sufficiency of evidence 

in an argument is actually number one Common Core State Standard in the reading course.  All right.  So 

argument is an important thing that we need to be focusing on and I was glad at the beginning of the 

conversations, you identified that as one of the things that we wanted to be thinking about.  All right.  So 

for me, what I want to say to the kids is sort of something like this, okay, "Hey, kids.  I've been thinking 

about you."  All right.  And actually, this is one of the things I learned from my colleagues here in 

[inaudible] whenever I talked to my students like that.  I used to -- I talked to them, my [inaudible] I go, 

"Hey, listen.  I've been thinking about you."  All right.  And it actually works.  I go, "Oh, I've been thinking 

about you."  All right.  So, "I've been thinking about you."  And we are going to, you know, and one of the 

things that's really important skills that we're going to talk about, you know, is argument and you need to 

really know about text-based argument.  But I know that one of the things is that we don't really focus on it 

very well but we have to because it's going to link to all these things.  All right.  So I provide a rationale in 

the developed background knowledge -- in the developed background knowledge stage.  For me at Tier 

1, this is fast.  All right.  This is really fast.  At Tier 2, it might take a day.  All right.  Well, the kids are 

having more significant goals, right?  Instead of saying, hey, you know, I'm getting a definition about what 

kind of text-based writing is and I'm thinking through it then being able to talk to me about what that 



means.  Okay.  At Tier 2, I'm going to need to discuss it, right?  And for the SRSD folks, right?  For the 

self-regulation strategies design folks -- that is Graham and Harris, right?  There's lots and lots of 

mnemonics and I like the mnemonic for a variety reasons, right?  Because one is, it provides very specific 

product goals for kids.  Okay.  Goals are important part of RTI-W instruction, right?  In this case, I would 

say, okay, what I need you to do, right, is I need you to have a clear claim, right, about what we're going 

to be reading, right?  Because you're going to be doing text-based argument, so I want you to have a 

clear claim.  Then I want you to do, as you read I want you to find some evidence, but when you write, I 

want you to actually set this up.  Now I don't know if anybody's been reading like, argumentative writing 

from his, especially text base argumentative writing.  But this is what I get, kids will be able to safe claim, 

very east to say.  I think this character is ridiculous right, observation one, and then they go, quote, right 

in to the quote, right from the drawn from the text, and then it was like period end quote, and you're like, 

okay, right.  So what they don't do though, is that they don't provide a context for me, right.  They don't 

provide a context for actually, what I call the [inaudible] right, you get to say, where is this coming from, 

who is saying it, what are there, you now, what's like sort of the context of this conversation, I think give 

me a little something, at the front end of that in order to tell me what's happening, right.  Then they go in 

to their quote or evidence.  Now for me, in English language arts, right, right, literary criticism is based on 

like the little local [inaudible] right, so it's all about the word, right, we take the word, and so we put it in 

there.  And so quotes, direct quotes are really important for us.  For other things though evidence from 

science, and evidence from math, is going to be very different, right, so it's going to be very, very different 

I don't know what that is.  And so that's why, I kind of shifted from the CSQT, and to CSET.  I then, what I 

think is important is also the time.  Kids can often times do claims, they can often times do the quo or the 

evidence sometimes, right, but they don't provide enough context and the other thing they said that they 

don't provide is that, they make you like, try to make the connection between what their evidence is in the 

claim.  All right, so I think these character is ridiculous, quote, you know, then you get this sort of 

comment from the characters and like here and they you're like, okay right.  So what you need to do; is 

you got to provide, this is what they call an argumentation suite, they got to provide a warrant, right?  

What is it about that evidence that actually connects to your claim?  So for me here's the deal, right.  I 

can't say the kids, and I actually -- well see I feel like a total hypocrite when I say this right, [inaudible] 

teacher, because I used to say to kids, when they used to hand me papers, I go, "Man you got to get 

deeper.  You got to get deeper," that means nothing to a kid right, nothing to a kid, now for me, I'm okay, 

like if I had [inaudible] that actually says okay well here's how you get deeper right.  You have a claim, 

you have the clear set up, you have some quotes, and then you got to explain those quotes right, and 

then maybe you have some other quotes, and then you're going to explain those quotes too.  That's how 

you get deeper I'm getting unspecific product goals for their right.  And it starts out real basic, all right so 

for me this is -- this is, you know, this is just a couple of sentences, right with kids.  Even juniors in high 

schools, even the advance kids, because I wanted to make sure that they have now the general goals for 

writing, about text, okay.  So is there any questions about the CSET?  All right.  Now, all right.  So here's 



the product that we're [inaudible] now here's the one ting that actually I use to spend a lot of time on, 

okay.  One of the things that was really tough for kids is that they really had a hard time with this time, 

right.  Which is the, which is this warrant part, okay.  They would often repeat the quote right, with out 

actually kind of sort of saying kind of going, in to the quote and really pulling up the kernel of truth and 

then relate it to the claim.  So I would spend a lot of time particularly at Tier 2 with this time, okay.  And I 

would not move off the discussed phase, right until I knew that kids really understood the tie in and we're 

able to produce that independently and I was able to give them a lot of work, on that right, because 

basically the warrant is a rule, right.  And we can start getting them like some, some, [inaudible] markers 

for that right.  It's generally set that these whole people believe, right, when you do this one right.  We can 

understand that how we can actually provide those rules for our students and so, for me and for on Tier 1, 

it might be that I'm going to be, looking at this and really presenting it very, very quickly, maybe in five 

minutes, again five to ten minutes right, we're going to do some, presentation at.  On other times I'm 

going to be working with kids a lot longer in order to start producing some of these elements, but unless I 

have the very specific product goals that they need, right.  They're not going to be able to produce it.  So I 

got to first be able to identify, what those product goals are, okay.  So here's one of the tings that I would 

actually do kind of Tier 2, when I understood the kids did not have a good part of the time, right, I would 

say okay, so and this is, this is our class participation part.  Is the following illustration an example of 

murder or suicide?  It's almost related text base, kind of, it's actually text base problem, okay.  Murder, 

suicide.  I want you to talk to the person and say why, and think about the warranty you provide as a rule 

generally speaking. 

AUDIENCE: [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: All right.  I am putting you on the spot right now.  All right.  Right.  Who knows or who 

can give me an answer -- well first of all you have to make a claim right, so who can say -- so who can 

give me a good claim on this one, murder or suicide?  All right wait, remember the idea, this is [inaudible] 

it's a class participation part of it, okay, ready.  Murder, suicide? 

AUDIENCE: Suicide. 

AUDIENCE: Murder. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Okay.  How -- let's go.  How many -- how about murder, who's murder?  All right, who's 

suicide?  Okay.  Now here's the first ting or two right, because one of the things that I want to do 

especially with kids in high school is I actually want them to have an argument that can be, maybe argue 

both sides, right?  This is what they call devisable argument, right.  And this is actually an important part 

for the way that they actually design prompt for kids across all content areas, right.  I always, when I'm 

working with my college students, I always say to them I go listen, if I start playing a game, we have 

tendency to sometimes play this game right, it's called guess the right answer in the back of the teachers 

head, right.  And as soon as they do that they have the this -- this is a sign.  We do a lot of signs in my 



class, right, this is a sign, all right.  And the reason is is that we don't want to play that game right, we 

actually want to design prompts that give us something that kids can really get in to, right and I think that 

this is devisable argument.  We can say that this is, this can be -- this can be found on both sides and 

that's really good, when we start thinking about those prompts, because that's the more mature type of 

thinking, like often times we give prompts that are really specifically in the text, and then we have kids 

write arguments about it and then they go, why are they writing argument, what is right, like what is right 

here, this is this is not really normal.  It's a sort of kind of unnatural kind of assessment, right, okay.  So 

let's go with the -- lets go with the -- who wants to support their idea, about it is, it's suicide, all right lets 

hear it. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: On the face it looks like suicide, because you got a note and you got the guy there 

with both [inaudible] neck and a chair, you obviously [inaudible] then at that point [inaudible] why is that 

there, why is that there and why is that [inaudible] standing up right there.  Basically things like suicide. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Okay so and here's the case, all right.  Because what we will -- are able to scuffle that, 

there's just too much going on, in kid's heads, particularly kids that are challenged by writing, right?  

Okay, let's -- how about suicide. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: That was suicide. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Oh, that was suicide, how about murder?  All right who's that? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: The stool placement.  And it's not, either it's not, tall enough or it's not up to -- if 

that was just the, but I think… 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Okay.  So generally speaking, you need a warrant, generally speaking. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: He wouldn't have been able to hang himself, by himself. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Because? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: He's not on anything high enough. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah, generally speaking when somebody commits suicide the stool actually kind of 

high enough so that their head can go easily, in to the [inaudible] right.  So one of the things that we have 

to be thinking about is the nice part about the very specific goal structure when we had product goals, is 

that we can break it down for kids, right.  We can spend more time, on the things they need to spend 

more time on, and often times it is this warrant.  Because kids have a really hard time with warrants, right, 

another thing is, if we're thinking about argumentative writing, is taking the closing view point right.  One 

of the things that we know is that kids have a very difficult time representing the alternative perspective 

and rebutting them, very, very difficult time on that, okay.  So those are some of the things that we can 

actually say to kids if we give them really their product goals, you know, like okay kids, like get deeper, it 

does not make sense on this one right, you'd actually had to kind of give them the goal structure and think 



about how we can build that in a devisable argument type of stand point, okay.  Now for me, right we 

haven't start thinking about how we can model.  Now I used to model it actually with poetry, with really 

dumb poetry that I would create myself, but I'm not going to bore you with that really dumb poetry to keep 

myself right, I would actually, take you in some cases going to an informational task.  And now this is the 

reason I'm so, glad to be back in Pennsylvania doing this, but I actually live in [inaudible] county, 

Pennsylvania and work with [inaudible] a lot.  But I grew up in the [inaudible] area, okay.  [inaudible] I 

grew up in 44th Pennsylvania.  [inaudible] when I was -- 44th? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yes sir, [inaudible] Avenue. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yes, I was on [inaudible] Street 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: All right. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: So [inaudible] was a really nice avenue, all right so one of the things is really important 

all right is that and you know it from being up there, is that there's lots of really kind of life corruption in 

Luzerene County, and there's a lot of nepotism.  And all sorts of terrible things happen up there, because 

people are in jobs, and they have actually no business being right now.  I was up visiting my folks in 1995, 

right I was up and visiting in 1995.  And I found this, right, this headline in the Citizens Voice news paper, 

right.  Women rolls off loading dock at Valley Crest.  Now, because we know that comprehension is highly 

equated in the background knowledge, right.  I was able to -- I was able to activate my background 

knowledge and say hey wait isn't Valley Crest a nursing home that's on route 309 and I was like yes, so I 

am going to read that article, right.  And here was the article, okay.  And I would give this to my own kids, 

right, because one of the things that we need to do, is after we get to this point we got to get them to start 

memorizing it, and using it with different kinds of text, okay.  So here's the - here's the -- what I found.  

Luzerene County officials are attempting to find out how a 91-year-old wheelchair-bound patient at Valley 

Crest Nursing home found her way to an outside loading dock and fell off while still in her chair.  Anna 

Cerwonka, 91, is in "critical" condition in the intensive care unit of Scranton Community Medical Center.  

According to sources the woman sustained a serious head injury when she fell Friday evening at 

approximately 8:15.  Now pay attention.  According to sources, Cerwonka was in her wheel chair when, 

for some unknown reason, the elderly woman bolted toward a door which lead to a loading dock located 

the rear of the building.  At least one person attempted to intercept Cerwonka, but the spry elderly woman 

wheeled around the individual, headed toward the door opened it sped out onto the loading dock, and fell 

while still in her chair. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: If you're from [inaudible] you'll say yeah whatever, that happens all the time.  All right.  

But I didn't -- so one of the things that I want to do is I only use informational text that are going to get kids 

to start building a facility and start branching off a little bit, right.  So for me my question with this is, I start 

saying okay, the memorizing stage, I want them to start internalizing a mnemonic device and I want them 



to start writing and evaluating on their and I would ask them this question, right?  What -- are the sources 

for this article reliable?  Do you think the sources of this article reliable?  Now how many people -- can 

anybody -- can anybody give me a claim?  Oh, this is the sharing part, I'm sorry, I didn't do the sign. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Relying on the article? 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah, so now what's the claim -- what's the claim for whether or not you think the 

sources are reliable fore that prompt?  Are the sources for this article reliable? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well, but -- based on what you just said 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And your insight that it would be unreliable because of your connection to the 

Luzerne County officials. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah.  Or so what are -- how many people think that they're sort of like the sources are 

not really -- it can't, all right.  Now one of the recent ways we can do this, right?  Is actually -- so we're 

looking at practicing that and memorizing the things that we need to do.  So we say hey, the sources are 

not reliable.  I got this Indi article, it's describing some things that we know, right?  That are somewhat 

unusual for a 91-year-old right?  And we kind of use some quotes on there.  I think bolted, wheeled 

around individuals, right?  There are certain things in here that we can see, right?  And we can say as a 

rule reasonable people believe, you know this is sort of outside of the can of what the -- of what, you 

know 91-year-old [inaudible] they can't really bolt anywhere.  They don't -- they're not going to really bolt 

around people that are, you know fully, mobile on her employees in the place.  So there's are a lot of 

different things that we can do, but we want to make sure that we're giving them practice on a strategy 

with the test that is accessible to them, right?  And help some to build facility with the mnemonic, right?  

Giving them those really clear process -- those really clear product goals.  All right, at the memorizing 

stage, right?  We do some more stuff, right?  And we kind of get them to practice with other things, for me 

I would start immediately getting into looking at more -- at more English language arts things.  And I 

would like this in other ways to be adopted by other folks in science and history.  To start thinking about 

how it gets adopted in their content areas as well.  All right, and I would start thinking again about looking 

at how we support this.  Now for me this is one of the things we saw this -- I worked for the MAT program 

and at the University of Delaware and the nice thing about working with them [inaudible] I get to steal out 

of my MAT students stuff, right?  So you can read this, but basically it saying a representation of a 

textbook and it's on earthquake damage, okay?  So this textbook actually takes a look at five different 

kinds of earthquake damage.  Now you can imagine back in 8th Grade, right.  With a person that flips the 

big switch, can give the five different types on a PowerPoint and kids can fill in skeletal notes, right?  Or 

kids can actually read it on their own or in pairs or in a variety of, you know frameworks that would work, 

right?  And even in a RTI framework.  And they can then write about something.  Now for me this was 

really a great -- this was a really great question.  There's a five section -- taking the five different kinds of 



earthquake damage.  And here was the question that the teacher came up with.  Based on your reading, 

make an argument for how and where you would you build a house to avoid suffering earthquake 

damage if you lived in an earthquake prone zone.  As for me, that's great.  That's a really great question, 

right?  It is certainly an application level question, right?  And here's the important part, there's no section 

in that text, so you have see this something saying, where you would build a house if you're going into -- if 

you're -- if you're in the zone.  It's just like, hey here's the five different kinds earthquake damage, now 

let's start making ourselves apply to that.  And this was what a kid wrote in 11th Grade.  We're thinking 

about this as -- like this a Tier 1 intervention, but this is 11th Grade.  This is kind of the supported stage of 

the CSQT.  And I'm just going to go through this really quick because you take look at it, right?  So here's 

a good claim, kids they will make a claim, right well, I would build it on bedrock designed to withstand 

motion, and away from the sea.  It's pretty cool, right?  Let me set it up, right?  I'm going to give a little bit 

of information about what I mean, what information I am going to be drawing from here, right?  

Earthquakes cause a lot of great damage and here's what the textbooks states that the ground motion 

can do, right?  Sets it up, gets a little context, provides some context for it.  In this case we then kind of go 

into our quote, right, our evidence for that.  Completely destroy buildings, especially buildings on 

unlithified sediment providing us with -- yeah, we get into the next one.  This kid is really rest a great time, 

right?  Anytime the kid can say, hey, this is quote does actually two of the things that I'm building here.  

Then you're bold, right?  Kids can really make one quote saying this is really important for two different 

reasons, right.  This supports two to three reasons, having the house built on bedrock protects it from 

earthquakes, also if the house is properly designed it could withstand the movements during the 

earthquake.  Okay.  Now this is kind of like into a reason and sort of a second set up, right?  Third reason 

it's also effect to tsunamis, right?  And then we get into a little bit more of the second piece of evidence 

which deals with tsunamis.  And kind of Tie-in and conclusion there, yeah.  Now for me when I'm thinking 

about Tier instruction either in Tier 1 or Tier 2, I -- if I have them -- if this is what they get and produce at 

the end of a couple days of instruction on science in earthquakes, I am good.  I'm good, right?  And this is 

so much better for me than me providing the five different kinds of earthquake damage and I go into all of 

them and I put it in on PowerPoint and I have them write skeletal notes on.  Unfortunately I'm thinking that 

most of the kinds of Tier 1 instruction that we see is that.  And that scares me, that scares me a lot.  And 

not just from the assessment stand point, but really from the skills that they need to be successful 

protocols.  Okay, so any questions on that part, right?  So in this case we're using a "Practice It" stage 

and the other part of it, right?  Is at the "Practice It Stage" is that kids can kind of go backwards a little bit, 

right?  Particularly if you're giving them some text based writing which is going to -- which starts, you 

know running down the processing a little bit, right?  That really kind of challenges them a little bit.  We 

can give them some more booster sessions at this stage.  All right.  So for me, I think that one of the 

things is important is that if we're going to be looking in Tier Interventions we've got to give people really 

clear product goals, right?  And we need -- and we have to break it down for kids in those goals.  And we 

have to be able to think about from ourselves within instruction -- within an instructional sequence that 



allows us to really monitor kids each of those steps.  Now for SRSD like Steven and Karen they don't 

want a kids moving down into any of those new steps until they have that step it on, right? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: The actual strategy is your own strategy. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Right. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: It's not one that's embedded in SRSD? 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah, so here does a great question, right?  So this is my little strategy because I said 

to myself -- and this is where we can actually get, you know as -- I think with teachers and for coaches 

and for administrators.  Like this is where we need to start thinking about how we, like rules out in the 

secondary schools, right?  Because Common Core and secondary school education is all about, thinking 

about what it is that English language arts people do, right.  How do science people make sense about 

text and write about text, right?  What counts for evidence in history is different than what counts for 

evidence in English language arts, what counts for evidence in science.  So I think that one of the 

conversations that we need to really start thinking about it is -- we have to start thinking about strategies 

that actually help kids think about the -- help our teachers think about the disciplinary knowledge that is 

most important for their own -- for their own students.  So for me CSET is one of those. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: So the take away now is that whatever strategy you use them up with and for the 

application of the strategy, you want the teachers to have the understanding of those 6th stages that you 

know, here is what the strategy is and how it can benefit you.  And then you discuss memorize, support It. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yes, yes, yes and… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And technically, you know like [inaudible] it could, you know whatever. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Right.  And now and I'll give another example because one of the things that we see 

here, right?  Is that we've already provided some explicit goals on the CSET.  But there's also some 

things that we can actually do right at -- that provide both a product goal, right?  With like the CSET and 

also a process goal, right?  There's two very famous in the literature technique or strategies from Graham 

and Harris and SRSD framework.  One is called POW-TREE, right?  Which is generally used with 

younger students or those students who have the significant problems of writing.  All right.  And one is 

called STOP and DARE.  Now let me give you kind of an example of how that would go.  Now we're not 

going to kind of talk about like we did like the CSET.  But you can almost sort to see how this could -- this 

work within this framework.  And so for Harris and Graham, what they basically do is this, they say okay.  

One of the things that we also know is that if we're going to be providing goals for kids, all right, it's not 

just on a -- on a product goal, but we also have to get them involved in the process of that.  All right.  And 

so for kids we want them to actually say all right we're going to pick our ideas, right?  We're going to 

organize notes.  We're going to write and say more.  Now this sounds pretty elementary right?  For kids 

as far as that part goes, but for those kids who don't have a process, right?  For those struggling writers 



particularly in elementary school.  And one of the things specially that we know is that, you know kids with 

special needs do not produce a lot of text, right?  And so what we need to be thinking about is how we 

actually give them those particular process goals in order to do that.  Write and say and more is an 

important part, right?  They need to be able to think about how those happen.  Now for this case, this is 

about -- this is a persuasive technique, right?  This is not a text base writing technique.  So they say, 

okay.  When your writing that, now and you have the sort of the process done, right?  And we're going to -

- there's going to be an organizer associate with it.  Now let's actually produce that, let's produce that, 

right?  You're going to have a topic sentence which is what we're going to be writing about it.  We got to 

have some reasons.  You're going to have an ending.  And then in the end you're going to actually then 

go to another process goal, which is you're going to exam for all the parts.  Now for kids this would again 

be something that you would discuss in a rational form, right?  You would post that up in the second step 

and you would kind of go through that, you would model it with the kids.  I think you're able to do that give 

the "Practice It" out on their own.  But this works within the same kind of instructional framework, it's just a 

different kind of writing.  From this case persuasive writing in a little bit of the lower level, does that make 

sense to you, right?  Now again right, it's elementary but there's a lot of kids that do need that support, 

that do need that support.  The other important part of is -- there's another important part that Steven and 

Karen have developed a lot particularly with kids in special education program which is this idea Self-

Statements, okay?  So one of the things that we have to do is to develop this internal monologue as they 

monitor their own process, right?  This is part of the self regulation of these processes.  Now for them, 

right?  They get kids start posting things and this is again one of the things the teachers can actually 

model, right?  To think good ideas if I have to let my mind be clear, I need to take my time, I need to think 

of fun ideas.  I ask what I want the reader to believe, right?  This is part of the -- this is part of that 

concept.  While I work I can do these things, right?  So again something that teachers can actually model.  

We need to make our thinking visible to kids.  And afterwards you say, all right, at the end I need to check 

my work, all right, does this paper make sense?  Will the reader believe my reasons?  Right pushing, 

always pushing kids to make it produce more at the end, can I write more?  And so the Self-Statements 

sort of our kind of built into that process, right?  Right?  Are there any questions about the -- about the 

Self-Statements?  All right, here's another -- here's another example of another mnemonic with the kids, 

right?  This is again one that's done, there's been a lot of research on this one.  That builds for older 

students, they get persuasive writing.  Both process goals with the STOP part and product goals with the 

DARE part, okay?  All right.  And in this case, right?  So the one of the things the kids especially when we 

start thinking about the promising kids have with persuasive writing, is to teach--they personalize--and 

Dianne Fume talks about this quite as well, right?  They said it's like a--they can't look at arguments as 

sort of an object with cognition and sort of separate from themselves.  These are like, "This is what I 

believe," right?  They can't, you know, and in this case what we really want kids to be able to do is sort 

divorce that self -- get a couple steps backwards.  And to be able to start writing arguments about like, 

okay, this is what people say on one side, this is what people say on the other and just suspend our 



judgment.  It's one of the -- we know that kids can't -- they don't do that.  They personalize it very well.  

And because they personalize it, they can't represent the alternate standpoint very well, okay?  So, our 

job is to start thinking about it especially when it -- if thinking about maybe a Tier 2 intervention, right?  Is -

- but we've got to get kids just by the process to step back a little bit as they go through.  So, suspend 

judgment.  And I'll show you that and then we kind of go on topic sentences, and supporting ideas, reject 

arguments.  And there's a kind of a graphic organizer that they -- that will be useful.  So kids first suspend 

judgment and they say okay.  Here's for the proposition and here's against it.  I'm just going to list all 

these reasons.  All right.  And then step back and say, "All Right.  Which side am I going to be able to 

take?"  And in these cases is sort of like what side has the stronger argument, right?  Is that we try to 

build that and begins.  Then they take their side, right?  And then they go up and they go on this and then 

they organize their ideas.  Well, this is not really a great idea and this one, maybe I'm going to use this 

first.  And they have that other graphic organizer.  And they they're going to start, "Do I need anything 

more?  Do I need anything more?"  All Right.  And they start planning more.  And then we can go into the 

DARE part, right.  Where they're developing top sentences and address alternative stand points, they all 

do those.  It's both a process and a protocol.  So when we think about RTIW, we need to be very, very 

explicit with kids I think.  Both on those processes and products side and develop the kinds of mnemonics 

and the kinds of strategies they're going to help them to produce the kinds of tasks that they need to 

produce in different content areas.  And these are not going to be generic, right?  These are not going to 

be generic.  Now, POW-TREE, STOP and DARE are a little bit generic, right?  And they can be used 

across the board.  CSET is not as generic, right?  Or CSQT, right?  That for me, was actually a very big 

ELA strategy.  So I think one of the things that we have to push teachers to do is, like how do we use 

writing, what do we want kids to produce in science, history, health, ELA, right?  Can we develop an 

instructional framework that will support that?  Will we give kids -- and then what are the kinds of 

mnemonics that we can develop that actually provide them explicit goals for producing the text they need 

to produce in those content areas, okay?  And it's going to be different from ELA, to history, to science, 

okay?  So there has to be little bit of a differentiation between those.  Okay.  So are there any questions 

on the -- on the STOP and DARE point?  All Right.  So when we think about the Effective Tiered Writing 

Instruction, right.  So that's really part of the self regulation.  We set goals for students, they're able to 

evaluate because they have clear goals.  We have self state and some self rated force, we have graphic 

organizers to support so that they can check themselves.  And kids are going to be able to produce that a 

little -- more easily.  Yeah? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: When did the self statements occur in the writing process?  They're probably not 

just one place. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yeah -- no, it's actually -- what we really think about is it's really kind of this drafting 

area.  And I'm going to -- I'm going to -- I'm trying to think about the name of the -- and going to try to think 

about the name of book here.  That's right in practice.  It says Spring Harris [inaudible]… 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: Powerful Race [inaudible] 

WILLIAM LEWIS: That's it 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yes, [inaudible]. 

WILLIAM LEWIS: Yup, Powerful Race Students for All Students?  In that -- in that -- and it happens in all 

different areas of the -- of the drafting process.  But one of the things that's actually really nice about that 

book and you'll see how explicit it is, right?  Because if you're going to actually carry out that powerful 

writing strategies and instruction, it takes all amount of time.  But one of the ways that they have it; is that 

they actually have real -- they have cards.  In that book, the kids are able to do whatever -- different parts 

of drafting process.  All right.  So they would do this maybe we would actually in the -- in the opening 

stages of SRSD instruction.  We would do a lot of modeling our ourselves, right?  Even post those on the 

board and start saying, "Okay.  Now I'm going to have this part, can I really, you know, can I do this 

more?  Is there something I can add?  Oh, yeah, I can add that," right?  As we start getting into more 

independent practice stages, right?  We can give kids strategic cards to start reminding them of the kinds 

of things that they need to -- that they to be able to say themselves.  All right.  And as we get to the end 

here, right?  Hopefully those are going to be pretty much automatized.  Those processes are already 

there.  They're going to be memorizing those.  But I think it's actually really important to be able to think 

about how that -- how that happens.  And that's -- and that's a really, realty great -- that's a really great 

book to see.  It's more veered towards elementary writing, but you can see how it -- it's going to apply 

also to research writing -- even research writing and also some secondary instructions in persuasive and 

narrative and informational [inaudible].  Okay.  Now the other thing is I wanted to just talk really briefly and 

I don't have a lot of time.  So I'm going to spend maybe like five on, but one of the strategies that I've 

been -- briefly had on.  All right.  Especially when we think about Tier destruction and Tier construction 

across content areas, is somewhere vary, right?  And I am completely hot on Magnet Summaries, okay?  

We might call [inaudible] that you can, like if you -- if I was going to choose one thing to teach in schools 

and writing construction, I would teach summary, that's saying a lot, okay?  That's saying a lot.  So I'm 

going to think about how we can do this and we need to think about how this could happen in our Tier 

instruction.  So summary writing is important, but it's also really tough.  And for me on summaries, right?  

This is my -- this is what I did in summary writing when I was in -- when I was in elementary school and 

even in high school.  I will plagiarize the first line of the passage. I'll plagiarize the middle line of the 

passage and I plagiarized the third line of the passage then I misspell a couple of words.  This what I 

usually do if it was me.  All right.  Now that's a strategy, right?  It's not a good strategy, but it's a strategy.  

But what we want to think about especially with Magnet Summaries because Magnet Summaries are a so 

powerful for putting together ideas and also from building that kind of inferential thinking for reading 

comprehension that it really is something that I think that we need to be thinking about across those tiers.  

And again if we think about an SRSD framework and work both at a Tier 1 and the Tier 2.  Okay.  Now 

the first general variation is this.  I'm going to go through realty quick.  Is that we introduce this term, 



magnet term.  Now for me magnet terms are big idea terms in a passage, right?  And I also like term for 

students because it brings their attention to text features.  Magnet terms are oftentimes in times in titles, 

in headings and subheadings.  Okay.  And then, when I write the magnet term on the board and I 

oftentimes get kids' cards on this to write, right?  They put it in the middle of a card and then I say, "Okay.  

Now read this passage.  And then think about the terms that are attractive to the -- that chart.  Words or 

phrases, okay?"  Now for summary writing, I want to do two things. I want kids to be able to select the 

most important things and they've kind of drop everything else out, right?  And then I want them to be 

able to synthesize it together in order to make those kind of inferences, okay.  So I'm going to limit them 

when I start teaching magnet words.  You got one magnet term.  Let's talk about it.  Let's think about them 

and remodel this in the SRSD framework.  Now let's read this passage, what are some words that get 

attracted to that main idea of words or short phrases.  Okay.  So in your [inaudible], there was a pretty 

complicated -- there's pretty complicated passage on slavery from the history passage.  All right.  This is 

about the second little passage which is about slaves that were already living in south and got transferred 

west when you caught them kind of expending in west.  Okay.  Now for me, I would not start with this.  I 

actually start with the much easier passage with the kids.  But this gives us an idea about how we can do 

this.  Now, on this card, I opened down the second middle passage and start demonstrating it, right?  

Second little passage is from a title.  So I'm going to say hey listen, you know. I'm going to go look for 

titles, subheadings and really kind of think about how I can get those big magnet terms.  And then I'm 

going to have kids choose certain kinds of words in details.  Now there's a lot here, but I will only have 

them choose probably three or four.  All right.  They have them select the most important words.  So from 

this one, we'll be talking about expansion of country [inaudible], forced relocation, broken families, 

[inaudible], we talked about probably different tings.  It doesn't have to be these.  But I have them select 

the most important words or phrases from that passage.  All right.  And then -- oh, sorry.  What then they 

would do is write one single sentence that synthesized all those words into a meaning whole.  And that's 

why I want to start small.  All right.  With one magnet term and maybe three words or phrases.  Now 

knowing middle school and high school students, what will students always do with this?  [inaudible].  All 

right.  They will listen to [inaudible], right?  Single passage was when the expansion of the country and 

there was a force relocation, that was traumatizing and there were broken families a million were moved 

and results about slaves, right they'll do that, right?  Our job, especially when you start thinking about an 

SRSD framework is that we want to do the modeling with that with kids.  We want to think aloud about 

how we would actually put that together.  We start thinking about the ways that -- the ways we would 

actually give kids to synthesize those elements.  I don't have a whole -- and I don't have a lot of time on 

the -- on the magnet summary.  Doug Buehl does a really good job on that magnet summary -- B -- yes, 

really, really glad - -B-U-E-H-L, okay?  Has -- and I think it is in your packet.  It's at the very end.  I would 

have you check out the magnet summary and think about how you would work that in with an SRSD 

framework.  For those students who have difficulty with summaries, right?  This is a really great strategy 

to use and it's actually very, very simple to use for us as secondary teachers, right?  This is like, hey we 



just read this passage.  I need you to summarize it.  Here's the three by five, card put it on there, right?  

And what are your -- you arrange that.  On the back of that, write your sentence, hand it to me when as 

you're coming out the door, right?  And we can start thinking about -- we can have a really quick 

monitoring in that, but that's why I think it especially when these are thinking about Tier 1, right?  And or 

Tier 2.  This doesn't have to be assets.  It doesn't have to be long and multi paragraph writings.  Although 

we do want to have kids to do that, right?  But it has to be daily, reading and writing about text where 

process and product goals are monitored, right?  And we give kids very explicit direction on the kinds of 

things that they are to produce.  And we have a process that allows us to continually monitor kids about 

where they are in.  And for me what I want to do with kids especially when you start thinking about also 

on the reading side of things with the kinds of inferencing that they have to be able to do.  We need to be 

thinking about summary writing and we need to be thinking about argument in writing whether they're 

applying what they know.  To me that I think is actually our call as we start thinking about tiered writing 

instruction and how can be very explicit and also meeting Common Core state standards as well.  All 

right.  So are there any questions about -- then I'll be glad to talk with other people about magnet 

summaries or something.  This is one of the strategies that I'm hottest on and I actually kind of thought it 

was a dumb strategy at first.  But now I am a believer in it.  And then -- and especially because of how 

important -- how important summary writing is.  All right.  Are there any questions?  All right.  Well, I will 

be hanging out if you need to talk as we go through this.  All right.  Thank you everybody for participating. 


